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The word “review” is one of the more
ambiguous terms in scholarship. To the
humanist who reads such periodicals as
Metropolitan Museum Journal, Fi[m
Comment, or New York Theatre Cn”tics’
Reviews, “review” implies an appraisal of
the aesthetic quality of an artistic work
or performance. Readers used to such
publications as New York Review of
Books or Times Literary Supplement
might easily assume “review” to mean the
critique of a book. In science, a review
article is an annotated summary or criti-
cal digest of the literature of a given top-
ic. But even in science, the line of de-
marcation is somet irnes hazy: Nature,
Science, New England Journal of Medi-
cine, and many others devote special
sections to the reviewing of new books.

These observations highlight the rela-
tive roles of reviews in the two cultures.
When we started Index to Book Reviews
in the Sciences ‘“ (IBRS ‘“), 1we were at-
tempting to fill a gap that numerous au-
thorities had told us needed filling. Even
now, having announced the demise of
IBRS due to lack of significant interest,z
we stili receive comments urging us to
continue the service-perhaps in a more
modern online version. This is now
under serious consideration.

When we started Index to Scientific
Reviews ‘“ (ISR ) nine years ago, we
were trying to satisfy a similar need,
which similar authoritative opinion had
assured us existed. J As was the case with
IBRS, the small group of libraries that
do purchase ISR are quite enthusiastic
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about it. One librarian in Oklahoma told
me that ZSR is his most-used reference
tool. But one needs more than a few afi-
cionados to make an information service
a success. There is some evidence that
ISI@ did not adequately promote LSR.
For example, there hasn’t been a com-
prehensive description of ISR in Current
Contents” (CC@ ) since it was first intro-
duced in CC.3 Nevertheless, after so
many years, one might expect that it
would be known to more institutions and
scientists, regardless of the promotional
effort.

The importance of scientific reviews
to the advancement of science has often
been discussed in CC.4.5 Citation studies
have shown that review articles fre-
quently become “core” or milestone
papers in a fieid, and that review jour-
nals consistently achieve high impact. A
good scientific review combines the ex-
haustive, synthesizing treatment of an
encyclopedia with the currency and typ-
icality of a scientific journal. I have even
proposed that the writing of scientific re-
views be accorded the same professional
status enjoyed by other scientific disci-
piines.s It is with such a goal in mind that
1S1, together with Annual Reviews, Inc.,
established the National Academy of
Sciences James Murray Luck Award for
Excellence in Scientific Reviewing.~g

Some of the review literature has been
identified and indexed by various ab-
stracting services for years. But such ser-
vices were limited by their own subject
coverage restraints, and were often six
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SPECIFICATIONS

w/Iaf I( cou~rr fSR indexes approximately 26,()(X) re~icw articles drawn from oker 3,(KXIprimary journals
and periodic review serials, ccwenng a spectrum of over I(XIsubjecr disciplines in the ~cienccs, medicme,
and technology.

f“ormat: Rmiews contained in ISR are indexed in four separate reference sections, each employing a differ-
ent method than the others but cross-referenced for ease of searching, The Scmrce fndex provides a corn.
ple[e index (o the authors of the year’s review articles. The Permutmn’ Subject Index (PSI) fists signifi

cant words and word pairs from the titles of reviews as well as research fronts. The Corpora(e Index ar-
ranges source Items according to the authors’ organizational affiliations as weff as their geographic loca-
tions. The new Research Front Specialty Index replaces the Citation Index; research front specially warch.
ing is, in effec[, a generic, multiple, and simultaneous citation index search for the subject area’s core
literature. Each semiannual cumulation for the 1982 ISR lists crier 2,fXXlmost-acti~e research fronts.

Publ[cotmn .schdule: Two hardco~er semiannual cumulatwns, each cmering a six-month period,

Cmf: $303 for main libraries; $150 for individuals and departmental libraries.

months to three years out of date. Thus,
rmior to ISR. no commehensive. multi-
~isciplinary index for-scientific reviews
existed. Anyone seeking reviews was
often forced to perform a series of con-
secutive and duplicative searches in a
number of separate abstracting and in-
dexing services—a time-consuming pro-
cess, After all, even though more are
needed, there are from 30,000 to 40,000
reviews and “review-type” articles pub-
lished each year in the thousands of
joumafs and monographic serials ISI
covers. Review-type articles include
those research papers which contain so
many references that they perform the
review function. So when we launched
ISR in 1974 to fill this “obvious” need,
we expected something of a bonanza.
After all, ZSR is not priced much differ-
ently than CC. Why wouldn’t everyone
want it?

Well, nine years later we are still
wondering why. SO we decided to look
into the possible reasons. In order to
produce ISR at a low cost, as a by-prod-
uct of Science Citation Index@’ (SCP ), it
was designed as a mini-SC1. It contained

a Source Index, providing a complete
author index to a given year’s review
literature; a Permuterm@ Subject Index
(PSI), listing significant words and word
pairs from the titles of reviews; a Cor-

porate Index, which arranges source
items both by authors’ organizational af-
filiations and their geographic location;
and a Citation Index. Thus, the informa-
tion contained in ISR was accessible in
the same way as in SCI. Apparently, few
SCI subscribers saw any advantage to
having reviews treated separately from
other types of articles. And for other,
undiscerned reasons, smaller libraries
did not see this need. So after much soul-
searchlng, we decided to remodel ISR.
Unless it had something unique to offer,
it seemed doomed to fall by the wayside.
ISR has now been redesigned to offer
something new, both to SCI subscribers
and to those who have never bought SC1
before.

In the 1982 ISR, the Citation Index
section has been replaced with a new
Research Front Specialty Index similar
to that being used in our online ser-
vices—ISI/BIOMED’ u ,10 ISI/Compu-
Mathr” ,11 lSI/GeoSCiTeCh’M ,12 and

ISI/BioChem’” . ISI/BioChem is a new
online data base that will be available by
1983. Each of these data bases repre-
sents a large sfice of our multidisciplin-
ary files. Oddly enough, however, we
have not yet applied research front in-
dexing to SCI itself. This seems strange
in retrospect, since we have been report-
ing to you significant findings based on
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clustering SCI fifes for many years, In
fact, we have been clustering SCI every
year since 1972 for our own scientomet-
nc research.

One reason for replacing ZSR’S Cha-
tion Index with a Research Front Spe-
cialty Index is our desire to test the con-
cept of printing a comprehensive, multi-
disciplinary list of research fronts. We
took a step in this direction by publish-
ing the indexes to research fronts in
ISI/BIOiUED, ISI/CompuMath, and
ISI/GeoSciTech. These indexes list sev-
eral thousand research fronts we have
named for each of the disciplines in-

volved. Now, the first six-month issue of
the interdisciplinary ISR will litmore
than 2,000 of the roughly 3, 5(M research
fronts generated each year in our SCI
computer runs. To give you an idea of
what ISR contains, we have identified
the top 15 research fronts—in terms of
the number of published reviews-in the
life sciences; clinical medicine; and
physical, chemical, and earth sciences.
These appear in Tables 1-3.

We had planned to present a separate
list of the top 15 chemical science re-
search frents in LSR. However, we found
that only a few of the “’tradhional-type”

Table 1: The top 15 ISR ‘“ rexearch fronts assigned to the life sciences. The numbers in parentheses indicate
the number of review and< ’review-type” articles published during the firxt six months of 1982 and contained
in each rexcarch from.

Cnde Number ResearcfI Frorrt Name

82-0939

82-0139
82-(X)O8
82-0459
82-0391
82-W132
82-0352
82-0457
82-CM347

82-0804
82-WM3
82-W315
82-(XFM
82-0436
82-0136

Protein synthesis, biochemical analysix of proteins, gene expression, DNA sequence studies and
antigen-antibody studies ( 154)
Cloning and characterization of genes (76)
Structure and function of fibronectin and its role in cell adhesion and cell growth (72)
Organelle genes, protein synthesis and transfer and membrane axxembly (72)
Ion conductance (64)
Characterization and localization of intermediate fiiaments and cytoskeletal structures (57)
Calmoduiin and calcium regufated processes (56)
Superoxide anion in microphage antimicrobial activity and effects on manrmafian cells (54)
Role of prostacyclin, prostaglandins and platelet function in coronary artery disease,
athemxclerosis, ischemic heart discaxe snd diabetes mellitus (53)
Biochemical studies of collagen and its ~currence in basement membrane and tixxues (52)
Characterization and synthesix of membrane glycoproteins (51)
T-celf studies and investigations of interleukin-2, 1A-antigens and HLA-antigens (50)
Purification and characterization of nuclear ribonucleoprotein particles (W)
Social and biological aspects of evolution (50)
Enzymes, membrane markerx and immunological diagnosis and monitoring of leukemia (49)

Tabfe 2: The top 15 ISR 7- rexearch fronts axxigned to clinical medicine. The numbers in parenthe~s indi-
cate the number of review and “review-type” articles pubfixhed during the first six months of 1982 and
contained in each rexearch front.

Cnde Number Research Front Name

8243794
82-0544
82-0510
82-0441
82-0029
82-0904
82-COOI
82-0193
82Ct396
82-0555
82-0440

82-0127
82-CMI5
82-0400
82-0237

Prostaglandms, immune respawe and cancer (55)
Clinical studies of coronary artery spasm (30)
High-density lipoprotein levels in vsscular diseases and as affected by exercise and diet (29)
Dixease states in man related to and metabolism and function of vitamin D (26)
Pfatelets and atherosclerosis (22)
Bone marrow transplantation (21 )
Nrn-A-non-B hepatitis infections, hepalitis-A infections and hepatitis-B infections (20)
Role of T-cells in autoimmune diseases ( 19)
Exercixe, amino acid metabolism and other metabolic pathways ( 19)
Estrogen uxe and bresxt cancer and endometrial cancer risk in women ( 17)
Ultrasound, computed tomography and TC-99Mcholescintigraphyof liverand bifiary
tract (16)
Clinicalstudiesof non-Hodgkinsand other Iymphomaswith emphsxiaon classification(15)
Clinicalstudiesand [herapyof prolactinoma(15)
Pneumococcalvaccineand splenectomy(14)
Captopriland angiotensininhibitionin congestiveheart failure(12)
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Table 3: The top 15 ISR ‘“ research fronls assigned to lhe physical, chemical, and earth sciences. The
numbers in parentheses indicate the number of review and “review-type” articles published during the
firsl six mmths of 1982and contained in each research front.

Code Number Resesrcb Front Name

82-0578
82-0703

82-0312

8243181
82-0397
82-C684
82-GC93

82-0313

82I3314
82-0315

82-1454

82-0S6S
82-1(!62
82-0682
82-0183

Geochemistry of ba.dts in relation m island arc magmatism and crustal development (7 1)
Chemical composition and structure of globular clusters, exlragalactic objects, and gaseous

nebulae (64)
Grand unf]ed theories, proton decay, neulrino ma~es, flavor dynamics, and Higgs boson in
the S0(10) model (48)
Perturbalive quantum cbromodynamics, hadron jets, slructure functions, and quarks 135)
Coupled cluster and perturbation [heory for electron correlation (33)
Structures and fluxional beha+ior of transition metal cluster carbon yls (3 I )
Neutral hydrogen observations, CCD photometry. and the spectral properties of galaxies as
distance indicators (31 )
Relations between cosmology and grand unified theoncs, elementary particles, phase
Iransi[ions and black hole production [30)

Lattice gauge theory, quark confinement, and strong and weak couphng (28)
Flavor dynamics of quarks and kptons, Hlggs parlicle mixing, and the s[ruc[ure of neutral
currents (28)
Dynamical modeling of galaxies: stelfar mass loss, globular cluster winds and d~uibuti,m of
luminosity (27)
Catalylic hydrogenation of carbon monoxide (26)
Isotopic anomalies in meteorites in relation to solar system formation (26)
Electron transfer reactions (25}
Quarkonia, interquark forces, flavor independence. and charmed particles (21 I

chemistry research fronts we identified
had published many reviews. This
doesn’t mean that SC] clustering has
failed to identify the active chemistry re-
search fronts, On the contrary, we could
provide dozens of examples, like “Water
cleavage into hydrogen and oxygen by
visible light” and “Dynamics of dilute
and semi-dilute polymer solutions. ” But
for the period of time covered in this
ISR—the first six months of 1982—there
do not appear to be many review articles
published on these subjects.

I have described research front
specialty searching in detail in previous
essays.lo, 1I Through citation analysis,
1S1’s research staff has found that cur-
rent articles can be organized or classi-
fied according to the clusters of older
“core” papers they cite in common. [3.14
When named, these clusters identify ac-
tive research subspecialties. A search in
LSR’S Research Front Specialty Index is,
in effect, a generic citation search of the
core literature of the specialty. Inciden-
tally, to use LSR it is not necessary to
identify individual cited papers or au-
thors—thk cited core has already been
identified by 1S1. Thus, although the

Citation Index has been eliminated, the
classification value of citation searching
has been retained and in some respects
enhanced in ISR.

There are some interesting by-prod-
ucts of this revision. First, it provides us
with the opportunity to test the concept
of eventually including a Research Front
Specialty Index in the much larger SCI.
Second, it affords a simple way of pub-
lishing a list of more than 2,(KX)scientific
research fronts whose existence has
been confirmed by one or more reviews.
This should prove interesting reading for
research administrators and others inter-
ested in science policy. It should also in-
terest journal editors, since, at a glance,
they will be able to identify topics for
which there is a paucity of reviews. In-
deed, this idea begs for the eventual
listing of SC1 research fronts for which
no reviews are reported in 1982. In that
sense, ISA? would be a different kind of
mini-SC[.

The Research Front Specialty Index
itself is a listing, arranged by specialty
number, of all research front specialties
in a given semiannual edition of ISR.
Each entry contains the full name of the
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research front, as well as a list of source
articles in that issue of ISR that have
cited the core literature of the special-
ty—in other words, a bibliography of
current review articles in a particular
specialty field. A sample entry from
ISR’S Research Front Specialty Index
appears in Figure 1.

Each research front specialty is named
by 1S1 subject specialists using comput-
er-generated lists of words or phrases
that appear in the titles of current
papers, These review papers have been
defined as relevant because they cite the
core literature of the specialty. Thus,
each research front specialty name ac-
curately reflects the terminology actual-
ly used by scientists publishing in the
field. Another advantage of ISI’S process
for defining research front specialties is
that these specialties are redefined an-
nually to reflect the dynamics of scien-
tific research.

Figure 1: A sample entry from ISR’” “s new

Research Front Specialty Index. In this example,
the entry begins with the research front specialty
number, 82-0620. The research front specialty
name follows immediately. Arranged alphabeti-
cally beneath that are the authorx of articles as-
signed to the research front. The journal in which
each article appearx is indicated to the right of the
author’s name, along with the volume, fmt page,
year published, and the “’specialty weight” num-
ber. Svecialtv weight is the number of core c.auerx..- . .
in the specialty that the article cites,

82-0620
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r kguzwX$A aample en my mom me Ueograpmc 3ec -
tion of ISR ‘“’s Corporate Index. The main
Ireadmg shows the name of the country (or, for
the US, the name of tbe state, as in this example),
followed by the name of the city. L~ted in
alphabetical order beneath the city entry are the
titles of the various organizations to be found at
that location. The figure shows that V. Bennett,
author of one of the papers contained in the
reacarch front shown in Figure 1, is afftilated with
Johns Hopkins University, School of Medicine,
Department of CetJ Biology and Anatomy,

Baltimore, Maryland.
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Ffgru-e 3: A sample entry from ISR ‘“’s Source In-
dex, In addition to fuU bibliographic information,
the Source Index provides the code numbers of
the rexearch fronts in which each source item ap-
pears, and the reprint address, The numbers at
the far right indicate the number of references
each source item contains,
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The Research Front Specialty Index is
accessible through a number of new en-
try points added to the PSI and Source
Index. (The Corporate Index, shown in
Figure 2, will remain unchanged,) In the
Source Index, each source entry con-
tains a list of the research front special-
ties to which that article is assigned. In
this way, the name of a publishing au-
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thor may be used as an access point to
retrieve a subject bibliography from the
Research Front Specialty Index. Source
entries also include an indication of the
paper’s “specialty weight’’—that is, the
paper’s relevance to the specialty as
determined by the number of core
papers that it cites.

There are many papers published on
subjects that are not necessarily as ac-
tive as others at the “forefront” of scien-
tific research. Therefore, some articles
will not be assigned to any of the re-
search front specialties we have listed.
Some of these, however, are papers
which by themselves may identify
unique new areas of research in which
there are not yet enough publications to
exhibit co-citation patterns. A sample
entry from ISR’S new Source Index ap-
pears in Figure 3.

In the PSI, significant words from the
names of research front specialties are
listed both as primary and as co-terms,
and are accompanied by the research
front specialty number. The significant
title words from all source articles will
continue to be permuted in the PSI,
regardless of whether or not they belong
to the research front specialty. In this
way, the PSI can now be used to locate
research front specialties on specific
subjects as well as to perform direct
searches of source article titles. Figure 4
shows a sample entry taken from the
PSI.

It is interesting to compare the results
of title word indexing with those of
searching via research front classifica-
tion. One is not necessarily better than
the other—just different. We believe
that research front indexing provides a
far more specific entry, especially con-
sidering that we are dealing with highly
active fields.

Still another major change in the 1982
ISR concerns non-journal coverage.
Concurrent with present SC1 policy,
multiauthored book coverage in ISR has
been modified. After careful analysis
and selection of the most important

rgrme 4: A sample display of fJK ,- s s’ermuterrm~

Subject Index. Here, the main entry, “cytoskele-

ton, ” IS pa~ed with 23 other terms, FoOOwing
each permutation is the author of the indh’idual
review article containing these terms in its title, If
the terms are used in the title of a research front
specialty, the specialty number appears. For ex-
ample, specialty number 82-201 I is the code num-
ber for the research front entitled “Cytoskeleton
disruption by cymchalasin and cellular effects,”
Thus, the specialty number appears under “cyto-

skeleton” and next to “cellular, ” since these terms
are used in the title. The same principle applies to
the otfzer two research fronts listed in this e~am.
pie: 82-0819, “Membrane cytoskeleton interac-
tions during endocytosis and exocytosis’”: and
82-2036, “Cytoskeleton and microt ubule
assembly. ”
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titles, over 150 essential monographic
serials have been retained in ISR. Any
non-journal materials that were not se-
lected for inclusion in ISR are now ac-
cessible in the Index to Scientific &
Technical Proceedings & Books (1S1/
I. STP&B’”). Is Thk online data base
covers the total content of the printed
Index to Scientific & Technical Pro-
ceedings (ISTP ), plus chapter-by-
chapter indexing of all other types of
multiauthored books from the entire 1S1
data base. Thk year’s changes in non-
joumal coverage in SC[ and ISR
minimize duplication of indexing with
ISI/ISTP&B. ISZ/lSTP&B is available
through Telenet and Tymnet on the 1S1
Search Network.

ISR’S publication schedule will also
change. It will appear in two hardcover
semiannual cumulation, each covering
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a six-month period. The previous sched-
ule of a six-month edition followed by an
annual cumulation increased printing
costs. Now each search in an ISR semi-
annual will produce a unique set of
review articles. In addition, ISR’S
dimensions will be reduced from the cur-
rent 9 3/8 x 11 5/8 inches to 8 1/2 x 11
inches. This will facilitate photocopying
search results.

A final important change is the new
clifferential pricing for ISR in 1982, It is
our intention to get ISR into the hands of
as many research administrators as pos-
sible, For thk reason, it now costs $300
for main libraries and $150 for individu-
als and departmental libraries. We have
implemented thk pricing policy to en-
courage subscriptions from smaller de-
partmental libraries which cannot afford
SCI, but which can benefit from access
to the scientific review literature.

It has been suggested that LSR might
be used more conveniently in an online
version. This is being explored. I suspect
that we can make the decision to do that
in the near future, depending upon a
number of other factors. In a short time,
afl 1S1 online data bases will have ordiie
research front indexes. These comple-
ment the printed versions. From those
will be created a master index of all
research fronts. In addition, the core
papers associated with each research
front will be retrievable. We believe that
such a comprehensive list of core papers
in science would provide a valuable ser-
vice. Given a core paper, one could then
identify the appropriate research front,
and thereby find the most current
review.

When Puck said, “Oh what tangled
webs we weave, ” in Shakespeare’s A

Midsummer Night’s Dream, he might

well have been describing the complexi-
ty of interconnected ideas that make up
modern science. I have no doubt that
much of what I have said about ISR must
seem excessively complicated, but sci-
ence is not always susceptible to simplifG
cation. Indeed, what may be missing
from the ISR research front indexing
system is another hierarchical level to
help bridge the gap between alphabetic
classKlcation—which, in terms of much
subject searching, is a random arrange-
ment—and the subject specificity of
research fronts. We refer to this at 1S1 as
“clustering clusters.” It is a peculiarity of
our research front indexing system that
the level of specificity increases as the
citation threshold for the selection of
core papers is increased. To make re-
search fronts “broader,” the threshold is
lowered, but the naming becomes less
automatic. We are now working on
methods for refining these techniques
even further.

Inquiries about the new ISR may be
directed to Gerald Francis, manager of
product development, 1S1, 3501 Market
Street, University City Science Center,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104. Or
you may calf toll-free at (800) 523-1850.
In Pennsylvania, calf collect at (215)
386-0100. Readers abroad may contact
the offices listed at the beginning of each
issue of CC. You may also telex your in-
quiries to us at 84-5305.

*****

My thanks to Stephen A. Bonaduce

and Yelena Le vina for their help in the
prepamtion of this essay. 01082(s(
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3. --------------- So you wanted more retiew articles—IS1’s new Index 10 Scientific Review. (L$J?)wiJl
help you find them, Emay$ of’an information wientist.
Philadelphia: 1S1 Press, 1977. Vol. 2. p. 170-1.
(Reprinted from: Currenf Corrtenf$ (44):5-6, 30 October 1974.)

4, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Why don’t we hate science reviews? Essays of an information scientist.
Philadelphia: 1S1 Press, 1977. Vol. 2. p. 175-6.
(Reprinted from: Currenr Conferm (46):5-6, 13 November 1974. )

5. --------------- Proposal for a new profession: scientific reviewer. Essays of an information scienttst
Phdadelphia: 1S1 Press, 1980. Voi. 3. p. 84-7.
(Reprinted from: Current Confenfs (14):5-8, 4 April 1977.)

6. --------------- The NAS James Murray Luck Award for Excellence in Scientific Reviewing:
G. Alan Robison receives the first award for his work on cyclic AMP, Emay$ of an information
xientisr. Phdadelphia: IS I Press, 1981. Vol. 4. p. 127-31.
(Reprinted from: Cumenf Content$ (18):5-9, W April 1979.)

7. --------------- The 1980 NAS James Murray Luck Award for Excellence in Scientific Reviewing:
Conyers Herring receives second award for his work in solid-state physics.
Essa.vs of an information $cienti$t. Philadelphia: 1S1 Preaa, 1981. Vol. 4. p. 512-4.
(Reprinted from: Current Content$ (25):5-7, 23 June 1980. )

8. --------------- The 1981 NAS James Murray Luck Award for Excellence in Scientific Re\iewing:
John S. Chipman receives third award for his reviews in economics.
Currem ComenM ( 18):5-8, 4 May 1981.

9. --------------- The 1982 NAS fourth J.M, Luck Award for Excellence in Scientific Reviewing goes to
Victor McKusick for hk mapping of the literature in human genetics,
Currenf Cortten/s ( 18):5-9, 3 May 1982.

10. --------------- ISJ’S on-fine system makes searching so easy even a scientist can do it: introducing
METADEX automatic indexing & ISI/BIOMED SEARCH.
Current Confenfs (4):5-8, 26 Janua~ 1981.

11. --------------- LSI/CompuMafh, multidiscip~mary coverage of applied and pure mathematics, statistics,
and computer science, in print and/or online-take your pick!
Current Confenfs (10):5-10, 8 March 1982.

12. --------------- Introducing ISf/GeoSciTech and the GeoSciTech Citation Index—the W most-active
research fronts in 1981 in the earth sciences illustrate the unique retrieval capabilities of our new
online and print services. Cuwent Con[enfs (28):5-12, 12 July 1982.

13. --------------- ABCS of cluster mapping, Parts 1 & 2. Most active fields in the life and physical sciences
in 1978. Emays of an informs tion scienti$t. Philadelphia: 1S1 Press, 1981, Vol. 4. p. 634-49.
(Reprinted from: Current Cent.n[s (40):5-12, 6 October 1980 and
Current Contenf. (41 ):5-12, 13 October 1980. )

14. -------------- Computer-aided hktoriography—how 1S1 uses cluster tracking to monitor the “vital
signs” of science. CurrefIf Contenrs ( 14):5-15, 5 April 1982.

15, . -------------- Introducing lSI/ISTP&B ([ndex to .Scienrific & Technical Proceedings& Books)—online
access to the conference literature and multi-authored books.
Cumem Confenf$ (341:5-9, 24 August 1981.
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